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Ocean Countryis an adventure story, a call to action, and a poetic meditation on the state of the
seas. But most importantly it is the story of finding true hope in the midst of one of the greatest
crises to face humankind, the rapidly degrading state of our environment. After a near-drowning
accident in which she was temporarily paralyzed, Liz Cunningham crisscrosses the globe in an
effort to understand the threats to our dazzling but endangered oceans. This intimate account
charts her thrilling journey through unexpected encounters with conservationists, fishermen, sea
nomads, and scientists in the Mediterranean, Sulawesi, the Turks and Caicos Islands, and
Papua, New Guinea.



Praise for Ocean Country“Cunningham has searched and found a powerful response to one of
the greatest questions of our time from the deepest part of herself and expressed it with
eloquence and wit and discernment, taking the reader along with her for a marvelous ride into a
greater state of awareness.”—SUSAN MURPHY, author of Minding the Earth, Mending the
World“Ocean Country is a book about the art of the possible. How it is possible to protect the
planet’s glorious richness of sea-lives and the life of fisherfolk? How can we harvest the sea
without emptying it? How is it possible to bear the oceanic consequences of run-away carbon
catastrophe? How is it possible to write a book that both celebrates and informs, calling us to
respond with hearts and minds to the crises of the life-sustaining seas? In her book of
underwater adventures, Liz Cunningham shows us how.”—KATHLEEN DEAN MOORE, author
of Great Tide Rising“Better than any book I’ve read recently, Ocean Country captures both the
dilemma faced by every individual in a world that has lost touch with nature—How can I be part
of the solution instead of being part of the problem?—and the only rational response—to re-
establish your personal connection with it and with like-minded people wherever you live. Liz
Cunningham’s journey is remarkable not only in itself, but because it also symbolizes, and
summarizes important aspects of the journeys of everyone concerned about the fate of our
planet. Truly, we all live in Ocean Country.”—NORMAN MACLEOD, author of The Great
Extinctions“How we’re changing the oceans—and can fix them—can seem all too abstract, until
you read Liz Cunningham’s powerful story. She takes you inside her heart as she witnesses a
huge coral reef go from vibrantly and colorfully alive to bleached white death over just a few
days, and as she feels the splendor of swimming with whales. Her message comes through loud
and clear: through our individual actions, each doing what we can, we can nurture the seas we
all depend upon, and where we’ve already damaged them, we can nurse them back to health.”—
ANTHONY BARNOSKY, author of Dodging Extinction“What a journey this is—both personal
and planetary! These are the kinds of stories we need right now because they help us move
from despair to hope. Ocean Country will change the way we look at the seas.”—MARY EVELYN
TUCKER, co-coordinator of the Yale University Forum on Religion and Ecology and coauthor of
Journey of the Universe“Liz Cunningham takes us on a journey from the Turks and Caicos to the
California coastline, to the Mediterranean, and onto the Coral Triangle of the west Pacific. We
observe amazing creatures, explore unique habitats and ecosystems, and learn a fair amount of
history and science. But the real reward of our adventures is the heightened appreciation we
attain for the wonder and beauty, yet fragility, of the world’s oceans. We recognize just why we
must fight to defend them against the twin threats of heating and acidification caused by our
ongoing burning of fossil fuels. If you were looking for another reason to take action to defend
our oceans against ongoing environmental assaults, then Ocean Country will provide it.”—
MICHAEL MANN, director of the Pennsylvania State University Earth Systems Science Center
and author of Dire Predictions“The ocean is medicine. That’s what Liz Cunningham’s book



shows us. It describes the winding, unpredictable neurological cascades that happen when we
connect deeply with our waterways. We experience awe, wonder, purpose, insight, calm,
excitement, solitude, romance, empathy, creativity. We become advocates, warriors, custodians,
fixers, champions—we become unstoppable. In Ocean Country we meet people where they are
as they heal and are reminded how much we all need such healing now.”—WALLACE J.
NICHOLS, author of Blue Mind“If a pilgrimage is a transformative journey to a sacred place,
which I believe it is, Cunningham’s quest is a tale of sacred travel at a threshold point in human
history. While the oceans are in peril we have it within our power to save them if we humbly
recognize our reliance on them and truly experience their miraculous beauty.”—PHIL
COUSINEAU, author of The Art of Pilgrimage“For those who think the oceans are too vast, too
remote for us to irreversibly delete their biodiversity, Ocean Country, is a sharp rejoinder. In her
very personal account, Cunningham shows how we attack the oceans’ species on every front.
‘Biodiversity matters’ she tells us—and provides compelling firsthand accounts of why.”—
STUART PIMM, author of The World According to Pimm“A vivid picture of Earth’s ocean
biodiversity. This is a beautiful book that will make you go do something about preserving that
diversity for future generations.”—MARK WILLIAMS, coauthor of Ocean Worlds“The wreckage
we humans have caused in the ocean is monumental and dispiriting, its seeming inevitability
enough to sadden and immobilize compassionate people who’ve come to feel there’s no longer
any meaningful way for them as individuals to help. Liz Cunningham faces this tragedy
unflinchingly and, working painstakingly through her own personal loss, finds healing and hope
in the sea. Bringing us to places of continued abundance and fertility—an Indonesian reef
sparkling with life, a fishery restored through a collaboration of fishermen and scientists, a
humpback whale nursery where mothers gently tend their calves—her stories are oases of
hope, shimmering with the possibility of restoration for the larger, life-giving sea.”—DEBORAH
CRAMER, author of The Narrow Edge
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Twenty-one percent of author royalties will be donated to conservation organizations. This
amount was chosen to highlight the fact that the percentage of oxygen in each breath we take is
twenty-one percent and more than one half of that oxygen comes from marine plants and algae
in the ocean.
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ForewordCarl Safina, founding president of the Safina CenterIn college, I asked a friend, “How
do you get the energy to do so many things?”“You do things,” he said, “and that gives you
energy.”In that moment, my life changed.And so it is with hope. Doing things creates hope. You
don’t wait for energy, you don’t wait for hope: you do things.Liz Cunningham realizes this. In
these pages, she takes us on that realizing, doing journey. We are flying over the ocean, looking
down at remote coasts. We are plunging through the surface of the ocean, and the sea is
revealed. Soon we are out past our known and accustomed world, traveling to remote corners
with unpronounceable names, among strangers, and sometimes feeling very much alone.The
problems mount. The problems, we realize, are bigger than imagined. They are overwhelming.



They are too much.Liz Cunningham takes herself far outside her comfort zone. And she takes us
along. Her time becomes our time. Her chronicle is a chronicle of our shared world. It is her story.
It is our story.Who has not felt, on our frightened necks, the heat of that dragon who breathes,
“Don’t bother.” Who has not wondered, “Why care?” I know I have. That dragon is always there,
looking for an opportunity. Why is that dragon sometimes so strong? Because we feed it.
Because it takes courage to admit to ourselves that all is not lost. It takes courage because “Why
bother?” is the easy conclusion. Doing nothing is also the answer that brings zero satisfaction to
the human spirit. And so, the quest.Liz Cunningham makes the quest because she must.We
often hear, or think, “I’m just one person. What can I do?” Can I refill the seas with fishes great
and small? Not alone, I can’t. Can I put the rising, island-drowning seas back into their genie
bottle? Not by myself. But it’s the wrong question. The question isn’t, “I’m just one person; what
can I do?” Everyone who has ever lived has been one person. The question is, what can you do?
And who can you do it with? Who do you need? Who needs your help? Where will you start?
Slowly, as Cunningham looks deeper into the gathering pit of despair, we realize that we are
learning of big problems, yes, but we are learning of the problems from people who have the
solutions.All solutions have the same first steps: someone realizes the problem, someone cares,
someone shares the experience and the realization. Then, solutions start to come.Cunningham
is no superhero, thank goodness. Like us, she struggles. At times when she is nearly
overwhelmed, she reaches for strengths to hold her and to guide her on. The philosopher
Joanna Macy reaffirms, “Hope is something we do.” And so, in hope, Cunningham continues to
do.But aren’t the problems truly too big? If you look at it that simply, yes. The trick to fully seeing
an overwhelming problem is to keep looking at it long enough to find its weaknesses. We all feel
overwhelmed at times. We all feel like it’s “too depressing.” But those are just excuses to hit the
snooze button. Look a little longer, look beneath the surface, delve deeper, and you’ll realize you
know about the problems only because other people care. The people who care could use your
help.Hope is the ability to see how things can get better. The vision of what “better” would look
like inspires all good work.Author Cunningham begins to realize that solutions are coming in
many small doses. That everywhere there are already people who understand, who are willing to
help, to do what it takes. The problems are the attention grabbers. The problem solvers are more
subtle, but there are more of them. Seeing the positives requires recognizing how the actions
add up. And so Cunningham writes to herself, “Don’t discount the invisible plus signs. Even if you
can’t do the math, don’t quit.”To feel fulfilled, we must find something outside ourselves, bigger
than ourselves. Then we must devote ourselves to that thing, that need, that opportunity, that
cause.And if we don’t?If we don’t, life will pull away, with or without us. Better to be aboard. And
so, in a torrential downpour on a remote island, Liz Cunningham’s guide is yelling to her, asking
if she realizes that the boat they must be on is about to leave. “Yes!” she screams, louder than
she’d ever done in her life, “but I have everything I need!”Get your stuff; let’s go!

Hope is a verb with its sleeves rolled up.—David Orr



IntroductionWhen I was twenty-two, I packed some books into a bunch of cardboard boxes and
rolled them with a hand truck to a post office on West Eighteenth Street in Manhattan. I posted
them to an address in California. I was moving. In my mind the place I was going was “ocean
country”—a long, slender state the shape of a caterpillar whose entire westward edge was
nothing but coastline.I had no idea that little bubble of a phrase would undergo a profound
quickening: that some day I’d realize the entire planet was “ocean country”—a vast
interconnected archipelago of continents and islands—because the life of the seas is so critical
to each and every form of life on earth. Nor did I understand how deeply the life of the sea was in
peril and how deeply that placed all of life as we know it in peril. What I also didn’t know was how
possible it is to change the course of our collective lives, if we have the audacity, the daring, and
the wide-eyed courage to face that perilous truth and work together. This book is the story of
these discoveries.Halfway through my research it became clear that I couldn’t write about the
ocean unless I wrote about a sense of home, a sense of family, of community, of truth and hope
and innocence, because these elemental experiences are so deeply intertwined with how we
connect to the seas: our use of them, our love of them, and our hope for them.I started out
writing about the ocean, but the sheer facts that I encountered refused to be boxed up into my
narrow-minded pursuit: the truest rendition would be the story of a journey deeper into life as a
whole. For me that journey revolved around the life of the seas.

BeginningsI’d love to say that this book began with an epiphany. But it didn’t. I do know now,
though, that when things end, they don’t totally end. We, our words, our actions, all the gestures,
small and large, they stream out into the future in ways we’ll never fully fathom. Life has a habit of
pushing through, like the juicy energy of the tomato seedlings my husband placed on the kitchen
counter near a window this morning. They draw water into their limbs; they lean toward the light.
I’m learning to trust that. That phrase, “It’s over,” I take that with a grain of salt now.But
beginnings? Well, the moment that most resembles a beginning was a sunny August day on the
California coast. There was a crisp wind and big waves. I was surfing in a whitewater kayak. I
wove out past the breakers, my torso held snug in the cockpit by a neoprene spray skirt.I turned
around to catch a big wave. It was a real wing-dinger. My kayak took off like a glider in free flight,
a silent, soaring ease. But just as I finished riding the wave, I felt the rear of the kayak veer
sharply. I looked back: a rogue wave towered above me. I dug my paddle in, trying to ride the
wave, but it was too late. The kayak pitch-poled forward with a harsh snap. I was knocked
unconscious for a few moments.When I came to, I was upside down, facing the bottom of the
ocean. It was like being inside a water turbine, water rushing fast in all directions. I kept trying to
move my arms to release the spray skirt and push my torso out of the kayak, but I was paralyzed.
The wave had hit me with such force that it damaged my spine where the nerves ran to my
arms.“This isn’t happening!” I thought. I tried to move my arms, but they were completely numb.
“Come on! Come on!” I said to myself.But my arms did not respond. My mind thrashed like a fish
in a bucket, and then slowly the thrashing subsided. “This is really it,” I thought, “I’m going to



die.”The fierce rush of blue and white water went to gray and then black and then to nothing. I
sank into a place where there was no sense of sight, not even darkness. But I could still hear.“Do
you want to live?” a voice asked.“Yes,” I answered, “Yes .… ” And then with a jolt, like a strobe
light being thrown on in a dark stadium, my eyes snapped open and sensation rushed through
my hands.I groped forward, yanked the spray skirt off, grabbed the edges of the cockpit, and
pushed. I slipped free and floated to the surface. My life preserver buoyed me like a cork.
Coughing water from my lungs, I sucked in air like a wheezing asthmatic.I touched my hands to
my face, felt my cold skin, the blood racing through my palms.What was that voice? Was it inside
me, like a dream? Or from somewhere else?Salt water stung my eyes, dripped off my eyelids,
and sparkled in the sun. I was breathing. I was alive.

Bonus Minutes“You’d do better to manage the pain.” The orthopedist squinted at an x-ray
through tortoiseshell glasses. “We’d have to do an MRI to be sure, but these are possibly hairline
fractures.” He pointed to some thin whitish lines in several vertebrae in my neck. “See here at
C5? Right? And C8.”“C?” I asked.He pushed the reading glasses onto his forehead. “The
cervical vertebrae start with the letter C, each one gets a number. C5, C6, C7, and C8—that’s
where the nerves run to your elbows, forearms, and hands.”“And my arms?” I asked. I was having
bouts of numbness in my arms.He put his hands on my spine at the base of my neck. “These
thoracic vertebrae—T1 and T2—that’s where the nerves run to your arms.” He tapped the x-ray
again. “There’s a twist in your spine where they are, that might account for the numbness.”He
pulled out his prescription pad. “With surgery, there’s always a risk of further nerve damage or
paralysis.”He described how just the year before, Christopher Reeve, the star of the Superman
movies, had become a quadriplegic after being thrown from a horse and fracturing two vertebrae
in his neck. “The fractures were at the top of his neck, C1 and C2,” he sighed. “Just a few
millimeters difference, and he’d have regained the use of his limbs.”“Is it possible,” I hesitated, “I
might become paralyzed again?”“Yes.” He started writing on the prescription pad. “It could get
worse or it could get better. But I’d stay away from surgery.” He paused and grimaced at me.
“You’re very lucky.”“But the numbness,” I said. “What do I do about it?”“If it’s intermittent?
Nothing.” He tore off a wad of prescriptions for painkillers. “As long as you can play Parcheesi,
you’re fine.”When I woke up, my arms would often be numb. I’d roll side to side and feel the
welcome tingling as the sensation returned. The hitch was that as the numbness subsided, it
was replaced by pain. I learned a new language: ibuprofen is generic Advil; acetaminophen is
Tylenol; carisoprodol, Soma; meperidine, Demerol. Painkillers got me through the night. During
the day, pain was the price I paid for sensation.In the midst of that, each moment was
unspeakably heightened. And all those moments streamed together like a mysterious, near-
seamless string of beads: time. The present was the most remarkable bead of all—it glistened
with possibility—even in the midst of rush-hour traffic in a heat wave, with sooty air and a big-rig
honking its horn, even then, just a sheer moment of sensation seemed miraculous. I was alive.I
was also disoriented, as if the accident had rattled the shoebox of my life so dramatically that all



the parts inside fell out in disarray. I had been building a career as a journalist. My first book was
about television news and presidential campaigns and featured interviews with prominent
broadcast journalists.One night a colleague called. George Schultz, the former secretary of
state, was giving a speech. There was going to be a private reception after. “Would you like to
come?” he asked.“Sure!” I said and went to my closet, thinking about what to wear. I pulled out a
floral-print silk blouse and scanned the suits I had for a good match.He rattled off the names of
other guests: members of Congress, senators, foreign-policy wonks. I reached down to the floor
of the closet. There were several pairs of high heels: blue, beige, black, all to match different
outfits. I picked up a pair of studded suede heels. A lump formed in my throat—I didn’t really feel
like going. The reception didn’t hold the allure that it would have in the past.“You know, I think I’ll
pass,” I muttered, looking at the shoes like they were foreign objects.“Are you nuts? Do you have
any idea how many other people would kill for this?”When we finished talking, I lay down on my
bed. My dog, Skippy, jumped up. I stroked his back. He nestled into my side and rested his head
on my chest.I kept up work, but I was plagued by the bouts of numbness in my arms. And the
voice. And death. And the ocean I loved, which nearly dished me up as chum.I was thirty-six
years old. Dozens of radio interviews had been scheduled before the accident. Radio stations
piped me in from home by telephone. The gloves had come off in the last stretch of the 1996
presidential election. Bill Clinton, Bob Dole, and Ross Perot were slugging it out. Politics
fascinated me, but there was no soul in it for me anymore. One day I was on the radio with
another political commentator, and in the midst of the banter, I thought, “What is this? Is this my
life?”A few weeks later I was setting up a telephone plan with AT&T, and the saleswoman
chirped, “With this plan you’ll get bonus minutes!” It was too funny. She’d nailed it. My life: bonus
minutes.We settled on the “small-business, preferred customer, premiere premium plan,” with
five hundred bonus minutes per month.“Can I do anything else for you?” the saleswoman
asked.“Oh, no, thank you,” I said. “You have no idea how helpful you’ve been.”The orthopedist
proffered one boorish nugget of advice. “Try anything but me—physical therapy, yoga … hell,
even crystals, for all I care,” he said sarcastically. “Anything but my knife.” I did yoga. Between
that and chiropractic care, the bouts of numbness became fewer. And a parallel thaw occurred—
a deepening. Yoga felt like a place I could go where, in the silence of movement and breath, I
could settle into the mystery of just being alive.I puzzled over the voice I’d heard during the
accident, but the metaphysics made me queasy. So I let it rest as it was, with all its incumbent
meaning. I told myself a voice was a voice, whether it was the last synaptic gasp of what oxygen
remained in my brain or whether it came from an unknown world beyond my
comprehension.About six months after the accident, I drove out to the coast with Skippy. On the
way out I stopped several times and got out of the car to stretch my back and ease the pain. It
was the first time I’d been back to the ocean.The horizon was a steely gray-blue. The wind was
so strong it swept up the sand. A little over a mile down the beach was the spot where I’d been in
the kayak accident. When I dipped my bare feet in the ocean, a shiver of fear rippled through my
spine.A few weeks before, a tsunami had hit the coast of Peru. The radio waves were filled with



cautions about how tsunamis can hit with unexpected force, that water weighs sixty-four pounds
per cubic foot and a tsunami, clocking in at 450 miles per hour, can crush a village in a blink of
an eye.Skippy plunked his ball down and barked, waiting for me to throw it. I scooped the ball up
with a squash racket and hit it again. He tore after it.Had I been viewing the sea through rose-
tinted glasses? For years the water had been my happy hobby. Whenever I had free time, I found
something to do with water: swimming, sailing, paddling, or walking the beach. When I learned
to scuba dive, I finally felt fully transported into the world of the sea. I felt that the ocean put me in
touch with some important essence. But now Mother Nature, or Mother Ocean, didn’t feel so
motherly anymore.Skippy raced back with the ball and skidded to a halt. I hit the ball again.What
had ocean been about? Peace, connection, joy, wonder. And now? Fear, suffocation, death.I
knelt down, scooped up a bit of wet sand, and felt its grainy, water-saturated weight in my palms.
Skippy’s paws sounded against the sand. He pushed the ball, dripping with salt water and dog
drool, into my chest, as if to share it with me.“Okay,” I said to myself. “I need to get back into the
water.”A year later, I began training to become a divemaster. Don’t think for a minute that I
brushed aside my fear with understated bravado. It was more like Lucille Ball trying to learn
synchronized swimming. I frantically fidgeted with my gear, lest one piece fail and strand me
underwater with no air.But getting into the water day after day, I started to feel the tightly wound
fear begin to ease. And because I was weightless in the water, diving was one of the few things I
could do with an injured back. I was still in a lot of pain, but swimming underwater seemed to
help.We did drills in pairs. Step-by-step, we took off fins, masks, buoyancy compensators, and
exchanged them while passing one air supply back and forth. Throughout, one of us greedily
drew a big breath from the regulator while the other blew a fine stream of bubbles, waiting to
receive the air supply again—dress rehearsals for deeper acts of trust.During rescue exercises,
we practiced mouth-to-mouth resuscitation in the water. One of us would mimic a panicked diver
so hysterical with fear that he or she would try to drown the rescuer. The last resort in trying to
assist people like this was to bring them to the surface, inflate their vest, flip them on their back,
stay out of reach of their flailing limbs, and wait for them to collapse in exhaustion so they could
be towed in.It was my first taste of the gallows humor of those who actually do rescue operations
—paramedics, Coast Guard rescue swimmers, firefighters. We teased and joked as we worked
through the exercises in which one of us feigned death, unconsciousness, or inhaling water. This
was my first exposure to the understated courage of those who perform rescues. They do
everything that they can, often risking their own lives, and then they have to let go. It’s not just
that they risk death; they also risk failure. Some of their days are bathed in the light of saved
lives, others not. They have the courage to live with that.Later that year, off the coast, we
watched two rescue swimmers haul what looked like a corpse on board a boat, slice the wet suit
open with the speedy precision of surgeons, and start two-person CPR. For twenty or so
minutes they continued, shouting out the beats. We looked on in shock as it dawned on us that
they were having no success.They kept going in what seemed like an irrational, trance-like
fervor. One onlooker’s face turned ash-white. Another blurted out, “This isn’t happening,” went to



the opposite end of the boat, and looked away. I remember thinking, Maybe it’s time to let it go.
Suddenly their patient lurched, threw up, and murmured a few garbled words. He recovered
completely.It was as if I’d gone all my life without a glass of milk. And then downed one big glass
and realized, “This is the milk of life!” That milk was courage and love and a spit-in-the-eye-of-
fate tenacity.I dove the kelp forests off Catalina Island. Swaths of sunlight poured down through
hundred-foot-tall wavy kelp. Orange, chubby-cheeked Garibaldi fish eyed us. Harbor seals
swished by.Have you ever had a moment when you recognized something about yourself that
was painfully obvious, but it had taken you almost forever to get it? That’s how it felt. I’d
perpetually put aside how much I adored the undersea world. It’d been some on-again, off-again
affair, soulful and rich, but relegated to the leisure compartment of my life. But not this time. I
wasn’t going to shove it aside anymore. “I am where I belong.” That’s how it felt when I was
underwater.That summer I met a man while riding my bike along a canyon road in the Berkeley
hills. I would drive my car to the top of the hills and park, since I was still too weak to ride up a
long, steep hill. In the canyon there was a nice ride that was less hilly.The man had stripped all
the paint off his home, a small clapboard house with green shutters nestled in a shady grove of
redwood trees. He’d hung wildflowers upside down in his garage to dry so he could collect the
seed. In the kitchen a marble rolling pin rested on a wooden cutting board. He’d baked cobbler
with wild blackberries he’d picked in the canyon. He had a thick shock of jet-black hair and steel-
blue eyes. He was so disarmingly sincere it was disorienting. My cleated cycling shoes wobbled
awkwardly on the smooth kitchen floor.Charlie is as true blue now as that first day I met him.
When we got married, I wore a traditional gown with a veil and carried a homemade bouquet of
bachelor’s buttons and Queen Anne’s lace down the aisle. We were madly in love. I felt wildly
alive.But in the midst of that, my health was in a slow decline. It had been five years since the
accident. I suffered frequent bouts of dehydration and heat stroke. I was diagnosed with a rare
form of diabetes and was unable to retain water properly. I came down with bronchial infections
frequently. I wore running shoes under my wedding dress because of hip and leg pain from the
back injury. The bouts of numbness in my hands lingered stubbornly. We arranged to kneel
during part of the ceremony because it was too painful for me to stand more than several
minutes.I was scared my health would get even worse. But Charlie would often say what he’d
told me when we first met and I described the kayak accident. He ran marathons and loved the
fable of the tortoise and hare. He told me that, even if you’ve slipped behind like the tortoise,
keep telling yourself, “There’s still a lot of race left.”I let that empty space I felt after the accident
stay open and searched for a new direction with my work. I worked as a freelance editor, wrote
poetry, drafted ideas for children’s books. I found a chiropractor who practiced cranial-sacral
therapy and the hip and leg pain began to heal. But my overall health continued to get worse. I
was getting weaker and weaker. I felt like the walking wounded, marching from one
endocrinologist to another.One day my good friend Barb said to me, “Maybe you have
Hashimoto’s disease.” She’d suffered from a respiratory illness. An engineer by training, she’d
started reading about her condition and knew how hard it could be to get a correct diagnosis.



“The symptoms are so wide-ranging,” she said, “it can be confused for other things.”I found a
thyroid specialist, and it turned out I didn’t have diabetes, but Hashimoto’s disease, a type of
hypothyroidism in which your immune system attacks the thyroid gland at the base of your neck.
Some people who suffer from it take thyroid supplements and barely have any problems. Others
struggle all their lives with fatigue, joint pain, sensitivity to cold or heat, and vulnerability to
infections. I was mired in that second group. The thyroid medication helped and I stopped getting
so dehydrated, but the other symptoms continued to plague me. The cold Northern California
waters were too much of a shock to dive in anymore. When we traveled somewhere warm and I
dove, I almost always got ill, a viral infection or bronchitis or some intestinal bug.I was tired all
the time, achy and weak. In the middle of the night I’d often wake with a wheezing, dry cough. I
felt like an ailing mountaineer who longed for the Himalayas. And my mountains were the
undersea world. But one thing about illness, it gives you time to think. It makes space for the
gnawing, indeterminate hungers in one’s heart. And one had been in my heart for many years—
longing for the ocean. But I’d never asked, “What does it mean to me? To others? Why is it so
important?”So I decided to have one more go at getting back into the undersea world. I thought
about going back to the place where I’d fallen in love with the undersea world, the Turks and
Caicos Islands. “Maybe go there, quietly …” I thought, “and just get in the water.” And bring a
notebook. Write. Ask, “What is it with water?”“You’re stronger than you let on,” Charlie said when
I told him what I wanted to do. We decided I’d go alone, take time to write in solitude.My doctor
wrote prescriptions for everything from pneumonia to cholera. It had been twelve years since the
accident. I was forty-eight years old. My dive equipment was old, but I didn’t replace it. If I got
really sick again, I was going to hang it up. I stuffed the frayed, salt-worn gear into my bag.

PART 1The Turks and Caicos Islands

1BeautyThe Turks and Caicos Islands are a tiny crescent of islands just north of Haiti and the
Dominican Republic. As the plane descended, the sea turned a dark violet-blue at a spot where
the island of Providenciales meets the Atlantic trench, which plunges seven thousand feet. On
the opposite side of the islands were sand flats so turquoise green I kept taking my sunglasses
off to check if the color had been doctored by the tint of my lenses. But the colors were just as
vibrant to the naked eye—swirls of green and blue and turquoise intermixing with chalky
sand.As I walked down the stairs of the plane, I delighted in the warm blast of silky, moist wind.
In customs, I chatted with an elderly woman who lived on the islands.“Lived here long?” I
asked.“Thirty years,” she said with a British accent.“Changed much?”“Yes,” she said, a ripple of
sadness in her voice. “The developers are destroying it.” With that, she bolted off to get her
passport stamped.The cab ride from the airport revealed a new four-lane highway. The last time I
had visited, over a decade before, there had been only narrow roads, most of them unpaved,
weaving through miles of jungle. Slick high-rises had sprouted up, their ultramodern facades a
surreal disjuncture from the jungle. Across from a luxury mega-resort with a guarded gatehouse



were stalled building projects with rusted rebar gaping from cinder blocks and vacant lots littered
with garbage.We drove slowly through a cut in the road that revealed stone with thin layers like
baklava—eolian limestone. Named after Aeolus, the Greek god of the winds, eolian refers to the
wind’s ability to shape the earth through erosion. Limestone is formed from calcium carbonate,
most often from the skeletal fragments of marine organisms such as coral, mixed with sand and
compressed over millions of years.The earliest inhabitants of the islands, the Taíno Indians,
migrated from South America around 750 AD. They were seafaring people—hunter-gatherers
and fishermen. Few of these indigenous settlers survived the brutal Spanish massacres and
enslavement. Most of the people who now call the islands home are the descendants of slaves
and call themselves “Belongers.” Along with them are many Haitians and immigrants from other
countries who came there searching for work.The local economy evolved from the slave trade to
the salt trade and fisheries, peppered with drug trafficking and offshore banking. Tourism
boomed during the 1990s, with the building of large-scale resorts populated by thousands of
cocktail-sipping guests. Indeed, I had first come as one of those rum-sipping tourists in search of
refuge from an over-compartmentalized life.I settled into a small resort on Grace Bay, a quiet
cluster of low-lying buildings. That afternoon I fell into soft sleep, the warm, sweet, and humid air
wafting in through the windows. Mixed with the wind coming off the ocean, it seemed to soften
one’s edges and render one’s body more porous, open.The next day, our boat motored to the
Northwest Point—nicknamed “the Point”—where the violet blue of the Atlantic trench almost
touches the island. The number of buildings slowly thinned until there was practically no sign of
civilization, and the shoreline was just a narrow slice of green jungle. A tern hovered above the
bow. A school of flying fish darted across the water’s surface.My dive buddy that day was a
woman from Paris. She explained to me in broken English that she would need a few moments
in the water to get used to her gear, as she had not been diving for several months. “I will need
the moment,” she said, “to recover my sensations.”I smiled. Who could have said it better?After
jumping in the water and finding our equilibrium as “weightless aquatic mammals,” we swam to
what was called the “wall,” where the reef descended to the continental shelf. Then, with a long
outbreath, we sank in silence into that luminous, deep blue.Once we were a hundred or so feet
deep, something changed, as if we’d let go of terra firma and its last vestigial remnant, the
water’s surface, and abandoned ourselves to the open, watery realm. Its sensations were at
once foreign and yet hauntingly familiar; it seemed to wake profound, archaic memories.We
descended through a narrow, vertical corridor of coral like the fluted vault of a cathedral. It was
filled with thousands of tiny silvery fish—silversides. The beauty was overwhelming. For a
moment, my body felt like a tuning fork; the beauty was so resonant that it reverberated through
my breath and bones.As we descended, the life of the reef changed every ten feet or so, the
shape of the coral becoming wider until, at close to 130 feet, they were wide platters, expanding
to collect as much light as possible, like solar panels, in the darkening depths.To the east, the
ocean went on for thousands of miles—next stop, North Africa. Just the open sea and the life for
which it was home. We hovered weightless over a large knob of plate coral. Below us were



thousands of feet of water. The reef wall receded with undulating arcs that reminded me of pen-
and-ink Chinese landscapes in which mountains fade in successive layers into almost infinite
distances. With each curve, the coral wall became more opaque, but seemed to go on forever.A
small dot appeared in the blue depths to the east. It got larger. It had fins, thick ones. Now I saw
a roundish head and wide paddle-shaped front fins propelling an oval shell with the grace of a
long-distance swimmer. It was nearly two yards long, with a short, stubby tail—a female green
sea turtle. Migrating thousands of miles, they always return to the beach where they were born to
lay their eggs.We followed her up to shallower waters and lingered at about sixty feet as she
slowly ascended to the surface to take a breath, her body a silhouette in the bright blue
waters.Each coral head was covered with clusters of fish nibbling and chasing and darting in
and out of intricate tunnels and archways. A mosaic of shapes flashed in the distance. It was a
school of horse-eye jacks. As we got closer, they did look horse-eyed, their eyes bulging out of
their silvery bodies. Every few minutes the school would quiver and reorchestrate itself into a
new shimmering shape.The beauty of the undersea world was not just the beauty of seeing, it
was also being seen. Hovering in the midst of the jacks, with their alert but calm gazes, I sensed
them allowing me to just be in their midst.There were damselfish and grunts and snapper.
Gobies. Octopuses. Angelfish. Trunkfish. Pufferfish. Butterflyfish. Trumpetfish. There was no way
to grasp it all.At the end of our dive, we ascended slowly to about fifteen feet and floated
peacefully near the boat. We would stay there for a little over three minutes, doing what’s called
a “safety stop.” A grouper with puffy cheeks and bulging round eyes hovered beneath the boat.
The water was dotted with hundreds of yellow grunts. My whole body was smiling. Diving
opened up so many unexpected worlds for me, not just the ocean, but also my own body and
how my breath was connected to the world as a whole.The technical details of the safety stop
are like “Breath 101: What Does Air Do When It Goes inside Your Body?” First stop: lungs. Then
bloodstream. Then everywhere: brain, eyes, hands, legs. Your blood is primed with the air you
breathe.The safety stop is sometimes called a “papal decree” because of its importance. The
deeper you dive, the more the water pressure compresses the air you breathe, which means that
each lungful contains more air than you’d breathe at the surface. Since air is 78 percent nitrogen
and 21 percent oxygen, each breath at depth contains not only more oxygen but also more
nitrogen. Excess nitrogen in your blood can cause the dreaded bends—decompression sickness
—which can result in paralysis.You can get decompression sickness if you ascend too quickly
without letting the nitrogen evaporate from your blood stream and tissues slowly. So as an extra
precaution, at fifteen feet—where the water pressure is less, but not completely gone—divers
stop and hover for three minutes to give the nitrogen in their blood time to off-gas further through
their breathing.If you dive a depth and time that is within “no-decompression” limits, the stop is
done as a precaution; it is not mandatory. Most people dive with a computer, and when you get
to fifteen feet, the computer bleeps at you and displays “three minutes.” Then it counts down the
time like a kitchen timer.Technical stuff aside, the safety stop has always been like a bridge
between worlds for me. The first time I surfaced after a dive I was flabbergasted by the simplest



thing: there was air everywhere, not just in my tank! In the past, I’d carried around this
assumption that the atmosphere was an infinite blank space. The revised view? A thin glaze of
life-supporting gases around the earth that makes life possible. Oh, and it’s in my bloodstream.
So “honor thy safety stop” is a decree for divers, but the sensations riveted me—hovering
weightlessly, feeling each breath fill my lungs, knowing there are chemical processes enacted in
my body in each moment that allow me to stay in what was, ever since the kayak accident, the
“land of the living.”I dove for five days. My medical kit remained untouched—no infections or flu
or heat stroke. I had braced myself for getting ill. Maybe, I mused, there was still a chance to get
healthier? I still felt weak, was careful about what I ate, and turned in early. But I was healthy
enough. And good enough was great.Each night I hungered to get back into the reef, its vast
spaciousness, that everything-is-alive feel of it. Drifting off to sleep, the ocean rivered in my
veins. At sunrise it pulsed through my body like a soft, almost inaudible drum. I’d roll over,
thinking of the first shafts of light hitting the salt flats. I felt steeped in some beautiful, uncharted
mystery.On the last day I sat at the bow of the boat and chatted with a retired pilot from
Chicago.“Beautiful out there, isn’t it?” I said.“Yeah.”“But I noticed, there’s not many grouper. Last
time I was here, there were tons of them, and big!” I remembered a grouper that was almost a
yard long, so placid that I was able to stroke its fins.“Well, the fishermen, they know where they
gather to spawn,” he said, “and there’s like hundreds, even thousands of them all in one spot,
and then they fish the hell out of ‘em.”We paused and looked out at the ocean.“It will all go to hell
soon,” he sighed.“You think so? Don’t think we can preserve it?”“Nope,” he said,
“overdevelopment, overpopulation, even if we could turn them around, by time we did, it’d be too
late.”He’d been diving all over the world, in Thailand, the Maldives, the Seychelles. He told me
how many places had been gutted by dynamite fishing and coral bleaching.“But the sea here,”
he mused, “it’s like a little pristine pocket of life that’s survived.” He waved his arms. “I mean to
the north, in the Bahamas, and to the south, in the Dominican Republic, the reefs are
thrashed.”“Don’t think there’s anything we can do?”“Phewssh! It’s a goner.”“I try to take my
pessimism with a grain of salt.”“Sure, but you need to be pragmatic. Might as well enjoy it while
you can.”That afternoon I went to my room to take a nap. As I turned the key to open the door, his
words were stuck in my head like a car in neutral with the engine revving, “You need to be
pragmatic.” Pragmatic? What does that mean?I went into the bathroom to take out my contacts
lenses. Man, had that guy got on my nerves!I looked in the mirror. Maybe it isn’t him that gets my
goat, maybe it’s me! What will I do? Just enjoy the beauty of the sea, consume it like the last few
truffles in a box, leaving it empty for the next generation?One of the most insidious wolves in
sheep’s clothing is pessimism disguised as pragmatism. When Barack Obama declared his
candidacy for president, I thought, “Not a chance in hell.” Mind you, I considered myself savvy
about presidential politics. And I loved Obama, preferred him. But I voted against him in the
California primary because I didn’t think he had a chance. I voted for Hillary Clinton, telling
myself it was a pragmatic, safe bet. Boy, was I wrong.I walked the beach for the last time that
night, lingering to enjoy that last bit of the warm sea wind and the silky air on my skin. I fell asleep



savoring the ocean currents still flowing in my body.As I watched the islands disappear the next
day, I touched one hand against the airplane window. Then the swirls of blue-and-green ocean
vanished. We flew along the Atlantic seaboard, northward to John F. Kennedy Airport in New
York. The brilliant light of the sea faded to a muted green, and then as we approached Long
Island, the sea turned a steely gray, edged by a landscape of geometric concrete boxes. I
imagined for a moment what Manhattan Island must have looked like five hundred years before. I
remembered growing up along the Hudson River in New York, how we wouldn’t dare dip a toe in
that river, so rife it was with cancer-causing PCBs in the 1970s.1I cleared customs and found the
departure gate for my flight home to San Francisco. Then I did something I’d never done—not
about the natural world, anyway—I found a place near a window away from other people and
wept. For a long, long time.In retrospect, it was high time I did. But at the time I wondered if I was
being foolish and overemotional. I told my soggy, weeping self, who had already reduced several
tissues to shreds, “You’ll go back!” But the howling from my insides blurted out, “Go back? Going
back is the problem!”Go back, experience the beauty, and then leave again? Throw up my
hands and say that there was nothing I could do to save the place? I didn’t want to go back and
feel that anguish again. Even if I went and stayed longer, I’d still feel the pain. I could see it in the
faces of some of the islanders, their sadness at what development had done to the islands. Their
dread of the future.It wasn’t about pain; it wasn’t about pleasure. It was about beauty. I didn’t give
a damn how much anguish I felt. And screw pleasure; it’s overrated. But beauty—the beauty of
the coral reefs, their wild aliveness, intense abundance of life, that was something I wanted to
know better, to become well acquainted with. Something was amiss in the world and something
about that beauty felt terribly important—that “everything is alive” feeling.Okay. The anguish is a
given, I thought. Now what? I had two choices. Behind door Number One: never go back, spare
yourself the difficult transition, re-acclimatize to the vicissitudes of civilization. My hunger for that
wild beauty and my angst over its plight would shrink to a subterranean ache, a kind of
acculturated Novocain of the soul.Oh, forget that! That’ll never work! That mysterious, sensate
beauty I’d felt in the ocean, it would just keep turning back toward me, keep singing in my
sleep.So it would be door Number Two: I could go back, but not without working to preserve it. I
had no idea what I would do. But it was clear that I had to do something. It was the only way I
could know the beauty of the life of the seas. They had become a loved one, and if I abandoned
them, what would their beauty or my love for them mean?At the gate for my flight, there were
loudspeaker calls and a baby’s guttural cry. I stood in line like a stunned animal: my soul had
been turned inside out.“Your boarding pass, please?”“Huh?”The flight attendant snatched the
boarding pass from the passport keeper around my neck and slipped it into its slot. It whizzed
out with a thwap. I put it between my teeth while I tucked my passport away and walked down the
ramp to my plane home.
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Mary (Clara Hume), “I really enjoyed this powerfully written and stunning book. Liz
Cunningham's OCEAN COUNTRY is written from a heartfelt point of view, originating from a sea
accident that would cause most people to walk away from that line of work. But Liz continued on.
Her nonfiction memoir, combined with her research and experience on the state of our oceans,
is a needed book today. We need to understand the truth about the water that covers the
majority of our planet, and how the ocean ecosystems need to be kept in check. Liz has been
there, in those watery depths. She's been over it, through it, and under it for years and years,
and she shows us her magical journey. I really enjoyed this powerfully written and stunning book.”

K. Orr, “I Loved It!. I just finished reading Ocean Country. I loved it. I absolutely loved it. Liz
Cunningham writes authentically, accurately and with passion. Her skillful writing transported me
back in time to my own days as a diver, marine researcher and educator living and working
among island communities above and below water.As we read Ocean Country we are led to
share in the author's awe of the magnificent undersea world, to deepen our understanding of the
issues that challenge its future, and to take heart that there are solutions we can implement to
turn things around. We are reminded that not only does the fate of our oceans rely on choices
we make, but the fate of our human species and life as we know it on earth is inextricably tied to
the health of our oceans. Yes, we face huge challenges—but given the opportunity, we are
rescuers and heroes at heart! I admire and salute authors such as Cunningham who have the
dedication and passion to speak out, over and over, as many times as it takes in the quest to
help spread awareness and inspire actions that can lead to solutions. Thank you for writing such
a beautiful book and for speaking out so eloquently!”

Ed Rizzuto, “A Good Book, An Important Book. I found a lot to like about Liz Cunningham’s
Ocean Country. Cunningham’s tale of her personal journey is told in intelligent and inspiring
prose. She shares with equal poignancy the beauty of distant seas and sea life, and the tragedy
of their decimation. She offers really convincing insight into the reasons why we all should care
about our planet’s oceans, and some practical ways that we can help save them from further
decline.  Ocean Country is an important book for its time and a truly enjoyable read.”

EMHoward, “A journey of hope. This inspiring and engaging book takes the reader on a journey
of hope for the oceans and humankind. Through the author's captivating adventures and
meaningful encounters with wildlife and with those who strive to protect it, we are all pulled along
from a feeling of despair for the state of the oceans, to a more hopeful place, one that inspires
meaningful action. At the end of this journey, we can all ask ourselves Cunningham's essential
question, "What if I really lived as if my voice mattered?"”

Arlene R Ustin, “More than a memoir, more than an environmental lesson .... More than a



memoir, more than an environmental lesson, more than a polemic "Country Ocean" makes
accessible the relationship humans need to foster with our natural world. Because she is
authentic, has proven integrity, political savvy, artistic talents among other attributes
Cunningham took a concept as vast as three-quarters of our planet and paved a way for each
person to feel the crisis we face with our hearts, not only acknowledge it from an intellectual
aspect. Her personal and passionate journey not only informs us, it shows us how we can
respect, revere, and act to preserve our world for the present and future generations. I think
everyone, young and older, should have the opportunity to read her story.”

Vivian K. Sandwisch, “The Best. A marvelous, beautifully written book - I would recommend this
book to all people - made me want to "hug" the oceans and earth - this is our home/our habitat -
we need to take care of this wondrous creation. Vivian”

Cat Trina, “Fuel for the soul written with a deep love for our oceans. With or without the
environmental observations in this book, the author's writing and command of the language
make it a joy to read just for the prose, alone. She combines an awareness of the plight of the
oceans, her emotional attachment to the sea and a lot about her personal life to make this an
interesting and poignant narrative. You can feel the earnestness in her words.As someone who
is VERY concerned about the plight of the oceans and our environment in general, this was a
good addition to what I've already read because she provides a large section of footnoted
references to actual scientific and academic sources that back up what she's trying to convey to
the reader. Some people might find this to be too much but I liked having the source
material.The author, Liz Cunningham, a former political journalist, begins the book by describing
a horrible accident that, fortunately, didn't kill her but severely affected her ability to function
normally. The accident left her with a multitude of problems including susceptibility to various
conditions whenever she ventured back into the ocean. Despite that, she made the decision to
go on a trip, by herself, to Turks and Caicos, where she first fell in love with the ocean. There, she
met a doctor on the beach who, in so many words, told her to enjoy what was left because it was
quickly deteriorating and there was pretty much nothing anyone could do about it. I mention this
encounter because it really was one of the moments in the narrative that impacted the author
early on. It also had a major impact on me when I read it because I think, sadly, it's hard to
imagine being able to make a U-turn or think that one person's actions can make a
difference.I've read other books about the ocean that scold and judge, like Roz Savage's book
on her Pacific crossing, where she has a "do as I say, not as I do" attitude, using cheap plastic
goods then scolding other people for using plastic, insulting Americans, giving talks for pay on
cruise lines (who do A LOT of damage to our oceans) and generally judging other people's
choices without taking responsibility for her own. Ocean Country has a decidedly more loving,
emotional and insightful tone to the messages she's relating. There were moments when I felt
the tears welling up – a combination of the truth about our planet and the author's gift of being



able to convey the information in a way that makes you grieve for what is happening to our home
on a global level. In her words, I realized that I matter. My behavior matters. Even as a small
singular unit, my actions count. I can make a difference, despite the fact that there are many
complicated, moving parts to the equation.Having inherited a love of the sea from my father, who
not only built some of the world's most beautiful, historic and famous wooden yachts, from him I
also learned much about ocean conservation, organic gardening, composting, recycling and
caring for our planet. He loved the sea most of all and seemed to understand it in a way that was
well ahead of his time, living a life of example even 50 years ago when it wasn't a topic in the
mainstream. Reading Liz Cunningham's memoir brought back sense memories for me as she
talked about the ways in which each of us can make a difference. Eating sustainable seafood
and reducing our use of plastic are some of the best and immediate changes we can make.Liz's
journey around the world and the messages that come out of her travels are fuel for the soul with
a message of hope that will appeal to a wide audience.Please take the time to read this
masterpiece of language with important information for all of us.Recommend unconditionally.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Well-written and insightful. Ocean Country is a fantastic account of Liz
Cunningham's experiences with, respect of and love for the ocean. It goes up and down as she
recounts her experiences and what she's learnt along the way; the dire truth about the effects
mankind and climate change are having on the very core of our environment.”

hamster1940, “Amazing and courageous. Amazing woman the scenario of being stuck under
water in the Kayak, my biggest fear.”

The book by Liz Cunningham has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 42 people have provided feedback.
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